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A tricky presentation

• And a tricky paper, some may say

• In form -
 A very literary presentation – a story, a journey
 An unusual methodology

• And in content -
 About teachers, teaching and professional practice.

Not about students, learning and “the student
experience”
Not an arbitrary choice (more of this later)



Methodology

• As disciplinarians, we are used to natural
science/mathematical methodology.

• As Computing Education researchers we are
becoming used to Social Science
methodologies, both qualitative
(questionnaires, surveys, interviews etc.) with
their flavours of analysis (grounded theory,
phenomenographic, ethnographic etc.) and
quantitative (statistical trends, distributions,
population characteristics etc.)

• Here, we use a hermeneutic methodology more
characteristic of literary studies and the
humanities.



Hermeneutics

• Interpretative – usually of a text (although note
Saja gave us an example using diagrams
earlier today).

• Characterised by an elaboration of complete
text rather than the extraction and
condensation of text typical of interview studies;
the micro illuminates the macro, rather than the
reverse.

• The picture unfolds, you see more the deeper
you go.

• Not an arbitrary choice (more of this later)



On to the text …
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Date: Fri, 15 Dec
From: Warren
To: Mailing List
Subject: Help

I have had an awful Semester and need some help and advice
urgently!

Some of you lecture interactively in lab classes, i.e. the
students are expected to work while you teach. If you are
one of those can you let me know when I can come to watch a
session? I don’t mind if it can’t be until next year
although I would prefer it to be as soon as possible. In the
meantime, merry Christmas.

Warren

The political context of
self-disclosure

An unusual request





Disciplinary Commons

• The Disciplinary Commons is a model of
collaboration.

• A single instance of a Disciplinary Commons is
constituted from practitioners sharing the same
disciplinary background, but teaching in
different institutions (often the same course)
coming together for monthly meetings over the
course of an academic year.

• During these meetings, aspects of teaching
practice are shared, peer-reviewed and
ultimately documented in course portfolios. Part
of the sharing of practice is cross-institutional
peer observation of teaching.
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Date: Fri, 15 Dec
From: Warren
To: Mailing List
Subject: Help

I have had an awful Semester and need some help and advice
urgently!

Some of you lecture interactively in lab classes, i.e. the
students are expected to work while you teach. If you are
one of those can you let me know when I can come to watch a
session? I don’t mind if it can’t be until next year
although I would prefer it to be as soon as possible. In the
meantime, merry Christmas.

Warren Why?

The political context of
self-disclosure

An unusual request, normalised
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Date: Mon, 18 Dec
From: Warren
To: Mailing List
Subject: Help again?

Oh dear, a bad year just got worse. I have had some replies to my
email of last week so please keep them coming, especially if you are
planning to give a lab-class style lecture some time soon. In the
meantime, most, if not all of you, will be aware of how my taskbook
system works. The question is how do I avoid the possibility of
forgery? At the moment the postgrads at each lab class sign off the
tasks and are supposed to fill in the appropriate box on a
spreadsheet. Sometimes they forget so when I get all the books at
the end of the year I check those that haven’t been filled in on the
spreadsheet. Most of them are OK but this year it is clear that the
student has blatantly forged the signatures, so how do I minimize
the chances of this in future? The best solution we have so far is a
signature plus a stamp. Has anybody got any better ideas?

Warren

An unusual claim

The group still
functions

Anyone got a fix?

Detail of uncommon
knowledge
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Date: Mon, 18 Dec
From: Chester
To: Warren
cc: Mailing List

Hi Warren,

I used a system loosely based on your scheme this year - there’s nothing like plagiarism,
eh?  The students have 24 exercises to complete this term, gaining a tick for each one.

The ticks were recorded by the tutor on a sheet of paper in the tutor’s, not the student’s,
possession.  The student has no ability to change/doctor the recording of the ticks.

Our tech folk built a web system so that the tutors could record the ticks after the lab,
for easy access by the admin folk, for when warning letters etc needed to be sent, and to
check on the course completion criterion. After requests by students, this was extended, so
the students could check on their progress on-line too.   Ostensibly, it is a secure system
- so students cannot change the records!

So can you not resolve the problem by

(a) removing the “double entry” - of both tutor’s spreadsheet and taskbook. make the
tutor’s copy the only and definitive version

(b) share responsibility between student and tutor for ensuring the recording takes place

(c) provide some on-line page showing the student’s record (probably need to let a student
see ONLY their own record)

Lots more to say, but aware of e-mail drowning being a potential problem...

Chester

I used a system loosely based on your scheme
this year - there’s nothing like plagiarism,
eh?

Pull-transfer has already happened

No-one cares about attribution in teaching –
not Chester, not his institution.

Loss of provenance
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Date: Mon, 18 Dec
Subject: Re: Help again?
From: Sidney
To: Chester, Warren
cc: Mailing List

As ever looking for a simple system ... WE keep the piece of
paper, not the students and it is THEIR responsibility to
make sure we get it right - obviously we give them the
opportunity to do this.

For any student we are not happy with, e.g. Someone who
‘produces’ 5 questions having been off for 3 weeks, we query
them on the code etc. This combined with a couple of (short)
class tests seems to keep things in check.

Sid

May be pull-transfer

Lagniappe
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Date: Tue, 19 Dec
From: Archie
To: Sidney, Chester, Warren
cc: Mailing List

Nice to see the list active again

Bits of paper get lost - maybe a scan of the sheet each week
– jpegs never lie

Archie

PS Since I started scanning my inevitably vulnerable bits of
paper my life has got easier

PPS happy Christmas

Orthogonal solution

Personal endorsement
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How else might Warren have got his info?

• Could do it by reading the literature …
 All sorts of problems (generalizability, recognition of

appropriate literature, abstraction from the literature,
adaptation to context)

• Could do it by going to a staff development
workshop …
 All the same problems, and he’d have to do it in

advance.

• And anyway, practitioners don’t.

• We posit that change of practice is peer-to-
peer, not top-down



Working with the grain

• We know that teachers privilege personal experience
over … well almost anything else – theory, books,
conference papers – when it comes to their classroom
practice.

• And this is true of other practitioners who work in
isolation (photocopier repair) who also “rely on narrative
accounts and related material artefacts as a way to
construct a shared understanding of the technical and
social character of the work”

• The Commons leverages this, providing a structured
space for narratives of practice and an archive for the
representations of practice (in this case portfolios) thus
produced.



Hermeneutical approach was not arbitrary

• First, we had the text.

• Second, it’s prosaic, banal and unguardedly
ordinary – no-one would bother to invent stuff
this mundane.
This ordinariness (we contend) allows a rich
and nuanced interpretation, uncovering
material that may be obscured, or frightened
away, by more direct methods of investigation.

• Third, in its compact entirety, it revealed
aspects of the model of the Disciplinary
Commons that we think are important to share.

• It was the best method for the task.



Teachers as focus of study was not arbitrary

• Changes in computing education must require
change in the specific practices of CS
educators.

• Hence if CS Ed researchers are to impact
student learning we, as researchers, must
investigate the practices of CS educators.



Implications (and further work)

• Transfer of practice is tricky.

• We’ve seen pull-transfer in our Commons, is it
the major mechanism of change of practice in
teaching?

• What other transfer mechanisms are prevalent?

• What is the balance between these
mechanisms?

• How can we better facilitate transfer of our
work? (as CompEd researchers)

• These questions will likely require other
methods.
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